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"The Elephant Ate My Birth Certificate!" and Other Excuses.
| Spatula In The Wilderness

The birthers are, at best, an entertaining collective of citizens. I could take the
normal road here and call them right-wing wackos, psycho wing nuts, conspiracy
geeks. No, they’re American citizens, after all. Each and every one of them can
produce a legitimate birth certificate. Right? It makes no difference. The Obama
birth certificate faction is hanging on by their dirty nails to the theory that the 44th
President of the United States was not born in the country that he leads and has
no legitimate claim to the office which he holds. The people perpetuating this
idea make Fox Mulder look like the most reasonable, non-obsessed character
ever. Apparently the Live Certificate of Birth from Honolulu is a fraud (a viewer e-
mailed Morning Joe on Tuesday and pointed out that a “Live Certificate” is not

proof of birth or citizenship). They need more. The birth announcement from the
Honolulu Advertiser dated 8/13/61 is a fraud, too, supposedly. So, here we are.
Talking about the President’s birth origins during the longest recession since
World War II. is weird. Lets just forget 9.7% national unemployment. What the
President needs to be honest about is…where he was born. Seriously? Forget
affordable health care for all Americans. Nooo, some of us want him to fess up to
not being the rightful president. I’ve got some suggestions as to what he can do
about the situation.

1. Resign-That ought to shut  the knuckleheads on the right up. He quits,
everybody is happy. Oh, and the country plunges deeper into the crisis of
confidence that already plagues it. Recession continues, country plunges
headlong into the night.

2. Re-birth-President Obama crawls out of giant…um…womb….gooey, dripping
re-birth for a nation. He could do it at the Staples Center, which is a
popular cult celebrity venue these days.

3. Detroit Lions. He could take over starting quarterback job with the Lions and
never be bothered by the media again.

4. Astronaut Training-The President could pilot a new lunar lander, thereby erasing two dopey
conspiracies with one fell swoop. Just our luck, the moon will look like Arizona and John
McCain will cry foul.

One last thing for this post and regarding this week’s peep-hole zeitgeist. Steve Johnson in today’s
Chicago Tribune wrote about the hypocrisy of the Erin Andrews media
circus, and after a couple of re-readings I started to see his point. None of
us could look her in the eye at this point if we walked up to her on the street,
because as guys, we’ve fed the Google circus. Somehow, in some weird
way, I’ve learned something about myself. Yikes.
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